
Hawaii 409
Waikoloa



16 8 6.5 Click here for location cashed.contained.merits

Situated among picturesque, historic fish ponds in the exclusive Naupaka oceanfront, gated subdivision this
luxury vacation home offers 8 private bedroom suites, a gourmet kitchen, game room, built-in barbecue,
outdoor showers and your own private swimming pool with spa. 

Conveniently located within the Waikoloa Beach Resort between the Marriott and Hilton hotels, and walking
distance to shops, restaurants, and the new Luxury Cinema at Queen’s Marketplace.  

A scenic coral walking path meanders alongside the property through sacred fish ponds that lead to the
shoreline of Anaeho'omalu Bay, known locally as "A Bay” and continues along the ocean to a beautiful sandy
beach.  

This 8-bedroom home is well thought out with plenty of room for the largest groups to enjoy each other's
company while still having plenty of room to relax.  

Five of the bedrooms are located on the first floor, including two master suites. Open to the living and dining
area is your gourmet kitchen with breakfast bar seating, Wolf range and side-by-side Sub-Zero refrigerators.
This expansive area overlooks the pool with views of Mauna Kea. Separated from the living area is a game
room where kids and adults can enjoy a game of pool or shuffleboard. The game room lanai leads to an
outdoor fire pit and bar with built in barbecue grill. 

Upstairs are three more bedrooms with two full-size bathrooms, one en-suite and the other Jack-and-Jill
style. A second story lounge area offers indoor seating on high-top tables and a large, flat screen TV. Sliding
doors open onto the second floor lanai that overlooks the pool with views of the fish ponds and the breaking
waves of A-Bay's surf. 

Ceiling fans compliment the home’s central air conditioning system which was designed with individual
climate controls in each room to adjust the temperature for your personal comfort.  

* Complimentary 2018 Ford Expedition SUV only available on new reservations of 5-nights or more. Use of
the fire pit and tiki torches are available upon request.

Amenities

Swimming pool

Beach front

Jacuzzi

A/C

WiFi

Gym/fitness studio

Chef's kitchen

Ocean view

Pathway to beach

BBQ/indoor grill

Private lanai

Outdoor shower

TV

Bedding

King 8

Queen

Twin

Pull out sofa

Full
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